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 Conclusions, contributions, and perspectives 

 
In the empirical studies detailed in the four previous chapters, triangulation became key to 
account for the interrelation of different factors on a number of levels, from the use of multiple 
data sources, to the consideration of complementary conceptualizations, accounting for legal and 
policy initiatives, and the inclusion of broader societal and global contexts. In this respect, several 
interpretive frameworks were put to work in order to more fully understand both psychological 
and sociological dimensions of the participants’ L2 motivation, identities and agencies. 
Moreover, various types of data were included to point to possible conflicts, flesh out 
discrepancies, and to add nuance and complexity to what we otherwise might take for granted. 
The purpose of such an eclectic approach is to embrace the “messiness” of L2 learning and use in 
everyday life, confronting the challenge of accounting for such processes in line with an 
ecological perspective on language learning. As explained in the first two chapters of this 
dissertation, this scholarly standpoint centres on the organism-environment relationships which 
are central to a situated understanding of L2 use and learning. It calls for research that 
emphasizes multi-level analysis with the aim of achieving a more holistic understanding of 
opportunities to speak and the L2 in use.  

In this final chapter, I first revisit the conclusions from the four empirical chapters and 
expand upon these to illustrate how they transverse the individual chapters and link up to broader 
themes. These conclusions lead in to a section on some of the contributions of this study to the 
existing research on L2 development and use. I focus especially on the benefits of how broader 
contextualizations of case studies can help increase external validity. I then move on to argue 
how the findings can shed light on areas outside of L2 research, such as sociological and 
anthropological studies of marriage migration, national-policy perspectives and discussions, and 
interactional linguistics in the context of family talk and communication in the domestic sphere. 
The chapter is rounded off by some thoughts on future research trajectories within the existing 
database and for the field of L2 research more generally.  
 

8.1 Conclusions 
 
In Chapter 1, two main questions were formulated around which the work in this dissertation 
pivots. These were:  
 

1. How do individual, contextual, and societal factors relate to the motivation to learn a 
second language?   

2. How does language competence interrelate with negotiations of identities in L2 use in the 
domestic sphere?  

 
I now return to these questions by revisiting them alongside the principal conclusions in chapters 
4-7. While these chapters were designed to stand alone – when looking across their findings, new 
patterns and conclusions emerge. In the following two subsections, these new patterns are 
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discussed and simultaneously placed in dialogue with the two main questions. As this exchange 
develops, I show how each empirical chapter contributes to better understanding aspects of L2 
use, learning, and motivation.  
 

8.1.1 L2 Motivation  
 
In section 2.2, I argued for the benefits of an interaction between the psychologically informed 
L2 motivational self system (e.g., Dörnyei, 2009a) and the sociological and poststructuralist 
informed studies of L2 identity, motivation and investment. Such an interaction, I claimed, could 
result in a more in-depth understanding of L2 motivation as an emergent phenomenon that takes 
into account both the relativity and openness of self and identity. Chapters 4 and 5 both took as a 
point of departure an understanding of L2 motivation as conceptualized in the L2 motivational 
self system. The analyses were especially concerned with the ideal L2 self and the participants’ 
experiences with learning Danish and social integration in Denmark. Chapter 4 highlighted how 
opportunities to speak in the same L2 classroom can be perceived and experienced very 
differently by different learners. The findings demonstrated a complex interplay between the 
reasons for studying an L2 and the actual day-to-day reality of learning it, a reality which extends 
far beyond the confines of the classroom. These findings came about through an analysis of 
multiple data sources focusing on the agencies and experiences of Mulenga and Yuko during 
classes with their everyday teacher as well as with a substitute teacher. In the analysis, I 
accounted for teaching method, learner history, experience and agency in the classroom, life 
goals and everyday activities outside it. I concluded that it is the confluence of these multiple 
mediating factors that shape learners’ motivation and agency in the L2 classroom.  

In Chapter 4, I also showed how Mulenga seemed to lack a clear ideal L2 self and argued 
that this lack of an articulated ideal self influenced her preference for teaching method and her 
motivation to participate in the classroom. In Chapter 5, this lack of an ideal L2 self was again 
explored but this time in greater depth, building primarily on the narrative database. Thus, 
whereas Chapter 4 highlighted the intimate relation between openness and the relativity of self 
and other, Chapter 5 focused more carefully on how this openness was evident in case of 
Mulenga and especially in her self-construction(s). The detailed narrative analysis of excerpts 
from an interview from the same period as the data used for the analysis in Chapter 4, revealed a 
discrepancy between Mulenga’s earlier ideal self (her hopes of a better life with a romantic man 
from the idealized West) and her contemporary actual selves (her lived realities in Denmark), 
which was understood in the context of global inequalities between first and third world 
countries. This self-discrepancy resulted in disappointment and frustration, which critically 
impacted her L2 motivation and successful integration, not only linguistically but more broadly 
into Danish family life, culture, and society. These findings moreover point to the relevance for 
studies on L2 motivation that include broader global trends and national policies.  

While the two first empirical chapters focused explicitly on how opportunities to speak 
and learn an L2 are experienced by learners, chapters 6 and 7 zoomed in on how opportunities to 
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speak are negotiated in immediate conversation in the domestic sphere. Thus, these two latter 
chapters were not explicitly concerned with the openness of the participants. However, because 
of the intimate relationship between self and identity, motivation and agency, they provide a 
perspective that augments the findings in chapters 4 and 5. While chapters 4 and 5 concluded that 
Mulenga lacked a clear sense of an ideal self which mitigated her motivation to learn Danish and 
to socially integrate in Denmark, chapters 6 and 7 demand a readjustment when we factor in 
Mulenga’s persistent attempts to speak Danish at home in an effort to create a relationship with 
her stepdaughter. Her determination to build a close relationship with Emma is reflected both in 
the interview data and in the recordings from her home. In the home, she shows great 
interactional creativity in efforts to ensure continued interaction with Emma. Thus, in contexts 
that include Emma, Mulenga seems motivated to use Danish. This seeming tension presents an 
obvious question, namely: why does this L2 experience not influence her self-construction to 
build alternative ideal selves? One plausible explanation seems to be that at the time of the 
recordings analysed in chapters 6 and 7, Mulenga was already frustrated about her marriage and 
life in Denmark. After all, she is in Denmark because of her marriage to John and becoming a 
valued member of the family was part of this vision. However, the urge to be a good stepparent to 
Emma – a motivation which relies upon L2 competence – seems to not translate outside these 
moments for many reasons, including the fact that by this point she already felt unsure about the 
direction their marriage was taking and, correspondingly, what implications this had for her 
possible future trajectories in Denmark. The triangulation of data and of the interpretive 
approaches employed for analysis make it possible to get a more in-depth understanding of L2 
motivation and, in this case, to explore inconsistencies. 

To summarize, the complex picture that arises of Mulenga’s agency and motivation across 
the four chapters confirms the importance of including both individual, contextual and societal 
factors and, not least, the relationship between all of these.  The recognition of such complex 
interactions is fundamental to  the ecological perspective on language development, the notion of  
“variation being the primary given” (Kramsch, 2002a, p. 4). In this regard, we can say that 
ecological principles that seem especially well suited for furthering our understanding of L2 
motivation are those of openness, relativity of self and other, and motivation, agency and identity 
as emergent phenomena. Viewing these principles across the qualitative case studies forming this 
dissertation, empirical chapters 4 and 5 focused on the openness of the participants while 
empirical chapters 6 and 7 were governed more by the ecological principle of relativity of self 
and other. These latter chapters form the focus of the following section. 
 

8.1.2 L2 Learning and use beyond the classroom 
 
This dissertation was positioned to align with research viewing language learning as language 
use, a stance that advocates making L2 contexts beyond the L2 classroom key sites for exploring 
and understanding L2 learning. In this view, L2 learning is a contextualized activity wherein 
different places of L2 use form key sites for the exploration and understanding of L2 learning. In 
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such situations the willingness of other more fluent speaking participants to negotiate 
intersubjectivity and “doing learning” become central, as does the learner’s ability “to shape the 
very context in which the language is learned and used” (Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008, p. 664). 
The ability to shape the context and maintain intersubjectivity are central for the participant’s 
negotiation of social roles and positions. This interconnection was the focus in chapters 6 and 7. 
The analysis in Chapter 6 showed how the identities of family participants emerge in interaction 
with the other members, meaning the ecological principle of relativity of self and other took front 
stage. In the narrative data, Mulenga expressed a strong wish to take an active part in family life 
as a friend and co-parent for Emma who could both discipline and socially connect with her. In 
the interactional data, this strong wish of hers played out as a persistence to position herself in 
alignment with and support of Emma – even in situations when Emma resisted her attempts to 
align. Emma’s resistance of Mulenga’s control and connection manoeuvres were explained with 
reference to the frailty of Mulenga’s legitimacy on family matters, an issue which has so far been 
only sparsely addressed in studies of family talk in the domestic sphere. The analysis in Chapter 6 
furthermore revealed how the fluent language users, Emma and John, were faced with the 
necessity of linguistically supporting Mulenga to maintain intersubjectivity, even at times when 
they disagreed with her actions.  

This issue of being faced with choices of alignment during disagreement was also 
explored in Chapter 7, which began by showing how social roles and interactional competence 
were intertwined during a complaint made by Mulenga to Emma. During this longer complaint 
sequence, Mulenga struggled linguistically to express and explain her complaint to Emma. At 
many points during these struggles, John stepped in to language broker and thereby support 
Mulenga’s activity of complaining. But he also took her side on an interpersonal level by 
positioning himself as a co-complainer and co-parent. The analysis shows how these functional 
positions of language broker and co-complainer/co-parent are sometimes difficult to 
disambiguate. At other points during Mulenga’s linguistic struggles to express her complaint, 
John or Emma would engage in word searches with her to re-establish intersubjectivity. It is 
significant that Emma does so despite disagreeing with the complaint Mulenga is making about 
her. Moreover, in line with previous research on L2 conversations outside the classroom, we find 
that the participants orient primarily to the social roles and only secondarily to linguistic 
competence.  

The fine-grained analyses in chapters 6 and 7 offer unique insights into the deeply 
contextualized use of Danish as an L2 in a stepfamily. They especially highlight how, when you 
are an L2 speaker, the self you can be in everyday life is limited, at times, by your interactional 
and linguistic competences. This was especially clear when Mulenga attempted to be a 
stepmother who could make a complaint to her stepdaughter about her behaviour. To position 
herself as someone who can make a complaint, she depended crucially on John’s language 
brokering. This finding makes relevant the quote from Wagner and Gardner (2004), also cited in 
Chapter 2: “Understanding the reality of language use has to be the stepping stone to formulate a 
theory about language acquisition as a tool for achieving intersubjectivity and engaging in social 
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action” (p. 13). That is, to understand language learning, we need to look at language use. In 
Chapter 7, I discussed how some of the word searches in our analysis could be viewed as 
potential incidences of learning. I also discussed the implications of the findings for how L2 
competence is viewed, arguing that Mulenga is using advanced interactional strategies when 
creating opportunities for herself to continue her argument and complaint towards Emma. Thus, 
she shows a considerable ability to shape the context of conversations in the family, a 
competence that aligns with what Kramsch and Whiteside (2008) have referred to as “symbolic 
competence”. Mulenga’s interactional competence in the domestic sphere (Chapters 6 and 7) 
contrasts with the analysis of her agency in the classroom (Chapter 4), as argued for above 
(section 8.1.1). Thus, her symbolic competence seems highly context dependent and might need 
to be viewed in relation to the person’s self-construction as suggested in the L2 motivational self 
system. Symbolic competence is closely related to the power asymmetries that exist between 
participants in most settings. Looking at how Mulenga views herself in these power asymmetries 
can shed light on her different agencies in the home versus in the classroom. When talking about 
family life in Zambia and the relationship between children and adults, Mulenga explained how 
in Zambia, children learn to respect and listen to an extended group of adults ranging from 
parents, to extended family members and friends of the family. She seems to bring this view of 
appropriate roles and respect into her relationship with Emma in attempts to actively enact a role 
as co-parent. In contrast, she doesn’t speak about the classroom activities as something she as a 
learner can influence. Rather, as was discussed in Chapter 4, she places this responsibility solely 
on the teacher when talking about how going to class should be fun. In this respect, we can again 
see how viewing the chapters in concert with the research questions leads to fundamental insights 
that inform a broader understanding of L2 use and motivation as contingent upon context and 
interaction.   
 

8.2 Scholarly contributions  
 
The main contribution of this dissertation to the existing body of research on L2 development is 
that it takes seriously the encouragement in the field to embrace and tackle a more holistic 
approach and to locate studies within broader societal contexts (see Dörnyei et al., 2015; Ushioda 
& Dörnyei, 2009; Duff, 2006; Kramsch, 2002b, 2008; Norton & Toohey, 2011). The attempt to 
more holistically frame the focal analyses is evident in a number of ways: from the triangulation 
through the analyses of multiple data sources to the analysis of these data from multiple 
conceptual and interpretive perspectives. Furthermore, in these analyses the larger sociocultural 
contexts are actively engaged with and brought in to add further dimension and depth to the 
studies. Such triangulations and contexualization have the benefits of helping to increase the 
external validity of the study (see Duff, 2006).  

More concretely, the findings in this dissertation contribute to the existing literature on L2 
development in a number of significant ways. First, by including micro-analysis of talk in 
interaction this dissertation demonstrates how L2 identity, agency, and motivation are phenomena 
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which emerge in interaction between individual, contextual, and societal factors. Typically, case 
studies of foreign and immigrant L2 learners rely on data from classroom observations, 
interviews and/or self-report (e.g. Kinginger, 2004; Lantolf & Genung, 2002; Pavlenko & 
Lantolf, 2000: Menard-Warwick, 2009; Norton, 2000, 2001). In contrast, this research focused on 
issues of L2 development by comparing participants’ self-reported agency and motivation with 
their immediate negotiation of identity and agency in actual interaction. This combination of data 
and analyses is still rare in the field, a point noted by Norton and Toohey (2011). The benefits of 
such an approach are twofold: the micro-analysis adds to the broader understanding of the 
complexity of L2 development, motivation, agency and identity, thus shaping professional use of 
these concepts; and furthermore, it reveals the particularities and unevenness when these 
dynamics are negotiated in immediate, moment-to-moment interaction. This was especially 
evident in the analysis of the conversations in Mulenga’s family, which contributed to better 
understanding the complexity of L2 motivation and agency as they are enacted in non-
instructional contexts.  

Secondly, sociocultural and political factors were shown to have a considerable affect on 
Mulenga’s L2 motivation. This realization further contributes to understanding the crucial role 
these broader contexts play and the need to acknowledge their significance to more fully 
understand and interpret ethnographic data of L2 development. In this regard, this dissertation 
can be seen as building upon an increasing number of studies that argue for a similar recognition 
(e.g. Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Menard-Warwick, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011; Watson-Gegeo, 
1992).  

In line with these mostly conceptual contributions, this research also contributed to the 
existing empirical database of L2 development in two valuable ways: by analysing data from a 
marriage migrant, and by analysing L2 conversations in the domestic sphere. Previous studies of 
L2 motivation, identity and agency have included participants who are immigrants living alone or 
with a partner with the same cultural and linguistic background (Menard-Warwick, 2009; Norton, 
2000, 2001), asylum seekers (Cooke, 2006), students in foreign language contexts (Kinginger, 
2004; Lamb, 2009; Lantolf & Genung, 2002; McKay & Wong, 1996), and students studying 
abroad (Kinginger, 2004). However, these types of case studies do not often include participants 
who are marriage migrants entering a first world country from a third or second world country. 
Furthermore, the inclusion of micro-analytic studies of family talk also adds to the existing 
research on L2 use and learning in informal settings, an area that remains infrequently studied 
(Firth, 2009; Firth & Wagner, 2007; Wagner, 2004).   

  
 

8.3 Broader perspectives 
 
In chapters 1 and 2, I argued for how the events and activities of participants in case studies can 
be understood as fractals of larger societal trends. In this research, this meant including the 
broader developments of marriage migration and changing family formations in the Western 
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world to understand in greater depth the experiences and activities of the participants. Another 
way to conceptualize the inclusion of these broader contexts is to view them through the lens of 
the social identities of the participant. In the immediate interactional contexts of the classroom 
and the home, respectively, these identities were Mulenga and Yuko as language learners in the 
classroom in Chapter 4 and Mulenga as a stepmother in chapters 6 and 7. However, while these 
social identities may be self-evident as defined largely by the context of interaction, it is also 
crucial to note that the narrative data analysed in chapters 4 and 5 revealed multiple other 
significant identities. Those were especially that of being a global migrant, an immigrant (and 
visible minority) in Denmark, and the wife of a Danish man. The relativity of these identities and 
the asymmetrical power relationships in which they are constructed was also made apparent. 

In this way, the global migrant identity highlighted was that of a marriage migrant (as 
opposed to a knowledge or professional migrant, for instance), which points to inequalities 
between third and first world countries (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2010). When talking of herself 
as an immigrant, Mulenga positioned herself, and other immigrants too, in an unequal 
relationship to people with Danish citizenship, who have more benefits in the welfare system than 
those with temporary residency. This reflects the similar way that this “class” of immigrant is 
often positioned discursively in political and policy discussions when it comes to questions about 
the global movement of people and integration (Jørgensen, 2012). Of course, such distinctions 
are not bound up only in one social role. In the classroom, for instance, the teacher-learner 
asymmetry is evident in Yuko’s and Mulenga’s described experiences in which they express 
dissatisfaction with the activities and the approach of the classroom, without attempts to set up 
counter discourses. Finally, a third power discrepancy was clearly visible and pertinent within 
this study, namely in Mulenga’s home where she needed to actively negotiate a co-parent role to 
address the asymmetrical relations between her husband’s and her own say on family matters.  

In the analyses offered in the empirical chapters that comprise this study, these identities 
were oftentimes secondary. However, this should not be construed as interpreting them as a less 
crucial aspect of the participants’ L2 motivation and agencies. The discussions below should thus 
be read as a further supplement to previous analyses, which draws upon some of the above 
mentioned contexts and distinctions to discuss how these identities were constructed and 
experienced for the participants in this study. In this regard, it looks at the implications of this 
study for areas outside of L2 development.   
 

8.3.1 Marriage migrant 
 
In the field of marriage migration research, Mulenga is not an unusual case. This is especially 
clear when considering what Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2010, p. 412) refer to as “double desire” 
– that is, the inseparable relationship between a migrant’s desire for the partner and for the 
country. For Mulenga, it may have been coincidence that the man she fell for was Danish and not 
Zambian (see Chapter 5). However in interviews and conversations, especially the one from 
2012, it is clear that her initial view of John was indeed coloured by the view of Westerners as 
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they are portrayed in the Zambian media. Thus, the discourse about the more romantic white man 
and the better life in the West was so strong that it made it difficult, even for a well-educated 
woman like Mulenga with a permanent job and a rich social life, to distinguish between the 
partner and the country. Likewise, Mulenga’s case confirms recent studies of marriage migration 
that conceptualise migrant women as people actively choosing to migrate and thus portray them 
as highly agentive (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2010; Constable, 2005; Sims, 2012). This line of 
research contests studies that describe marriage migrants in a victimized discourse that results in 
positioning them as non-agentive in a relationship with white men, who are viewed as more 
economically powerful. It is also important to note in this respect that such negative stereotyping 
of women from third world countries who marry white men from the West is not only active in 
Western countries. This became evident when Mulenga protested to my description of her as a 
marriage migrant (Chapter 5). Her reaction: “I’m not a gold-digger”, and subsequent elaboration 
made it apparent that these kinds of marriage also spur negative stereotypical thinking in Zambia. 
She highlighted that within the Zambian context, such terminology implied women marry white 
men not for reasons of love but for financial betterment. Mulenga clearly wanted to dispel such 
notions, and emphasized that she migrated for the “right” (romantic) reasons.  

In our conversations between 2005 and 2007, Mulenga explicitly denied the double desire 
of the partner and country. However, as is evident in Chapter 5, she does admit that she expected 
“Denmark was going to be better [than Zambia]” (excerpt 5.1). In relation to this, it is interesting 
to note that her narrative about herself as a participant in my study changed across its duration. 
Already by autumn 2005 she somewhat jokingly suggested that I should write about the 
experiences of women like her, who move from Africa or Asia to marry a Danish man. By 2007 
and 2012 this narrative had become more serious, and she told me that she hoped her experiences 
could influence other women from African countries to make a more informed choice if 
considering moving to a Western country. In this sense, Mulenga no longer participated in my 
study as a means of advancing her linguistic socialization (her originally stated rationale), but 
rather as a means to be given a voice which she hoped would reach others in similar situations. 
The idea of narratives as the means to give voice to minority groups is common in the tradition of 
narrative analysis (see Chase, 2005; Personal Narratives Group, 1989). However, as is the case 
for all such voices, the voice of Mulenga in this dissertation is mediated by the choices I have 
made as a researcher with a specific focus, impacting everything from the specific extracts 
chosen to the framework in which they are placed (see Mauthner & Doucet, 2003). Thus while I 
have tried to take into account Mulenga’s reformulation of why she was participating in my 
project, a shift which corresponded closely with a change in how she made sense of her own 
experiences, that is, her self-construction, my focus was first and foremost on L2 motivation and 
use. That being said, her experiences as a marriage migrant and immigrant in Denmark certainly 
inform the former and through their inclusion both strengthen the depth of this study and also 
potentially point to areas of overlap in other fields.  

For instance, in relation to the studies of marriage migrants and the associated global 
inequalities between third and first world countries, Mulenga’s stories about how the West and 
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white people are depicted in African countries such as Zambia, calls for further inquiry. It raises 
challenging questions such as: What image do people in third world countries hold of the West, 
life within it, and marriage with a Western partner? How are these representations related to the 
media discourse in these countries about the West as well as the interactions with Western 
tourists and expatriates? An exploration of such questions could possibly inform our knowledge 
of would-be migrants’ dreams and hopes associated with migration. While such research about 
the experiences and agencies of marriage migrants is certainly present in the work conducted by 
anthropologists or sociologists, frequently it relies on ethnography and/or narrative data. 
However, the analysis in this research points to the advantages of also including interactional 
analysis of data from the everyday life contexts of these participants. Such an additional layer of 
context can help further reveal the complexities of these told-about processes of socialization. As 
such, the study of Mulenga spurs interesting potential research angles around the linguistic 
socialization and social integration of this type of migrant.  
 

8.3.2 Danish immigrant  
 
Global inequalities influence the migration flow between different countries and parts of the 
world and have resulted in what Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2010) refer to as “wall-building” 
around “Fortress First World”. This wall-building plays out as a wave of laws aimed to restrict 
certain groups of migrants. Arriving in 2004, Mulenga and Yuko came during one of the most 
turbulent periods in Danish history regarding changes to the legislation on immigration, a period 
that began in 2001 when a right leaning government came into power (see Jørgensen, 2012). For  
both Mulenga and John, Yuko and Kristoffer, these restrictions meant they were forced to marry 
if they wanted to pursue their relationship. Their situation was similar to the Cuban-Danish 
couples described in Fernandez’ (2013) study, who reported feeling forced to marry if they 
wanted to live in the same country and explore their relationship; many would have preferred to 
live in the same country before deciding on marriage. Paradoxically, Fernandez argues that these 
couples were forced to marry because of the political attempts to avoid so-called “forced” 
marriages. These political attempts to limit immigration resulted in multiple restrictions designed 
to curtail individual and familial-based migration in certain cases. In this respect, they revealed a 
clear dichotomy – discursively and legislatively – between the educated and skilled “wanted” 
migrants (typically from other Western countries), and the less-educated (often Muslim) 
“unwanted” migrants entering European countries through the laws of family unification 
(Jørgensen, 2012).  
 Thus, for Mulenga and Yuko, there were institutional factors behind the need for marriage 
that played a significant role. But these were not the only influences. In addition, the cultural 
values and personal meanings Mulenga attached to marriage impacted her experiences when 
moving in with John. For her, marriage was a point of no return because a divorced woman in 
Zambia is treated as a second class woman. They are socially stigmatized, she explained, leaving 
very few chances to enter into new relationships. Furthermore, she described how in Zambia, the 
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extended family gets involved if a marriage is headed off track, in an effort to right its course. In 
the summer of 2006 she explained how this fear of stigmatization should she return to Zambia 
was her main reason for not considering divorcing John, despite her frustrations with their 
marriage. Thus for Mulenga, tight immigration laws forced her to marry John to get to know him 
better. However, by tightening these requirements they further restrict her – she becomes locked 
into a marriage and bound to her adoptive country. Her immigrant identity is demonstrably 
intertwined with the L2 and her inability to establish a clear sense of self, a situation which is 
described within the analyses in chapters 4 and 5.  

For Yuko, marrying Kristoffer and migrating does not involve this level of frustration, but 
she still explains that she sometimes wished she could have just moved to Denmark to her own 
place and then continued dating Kristoffer, rather than being forced to marry him. The reasons for 
her being content in Denmark necessitates a more detailed analysis of her background and ideal 
selves which lies beyond this dissertation. This said, based on the analysis in Chapter 4, it seems 
reasonable to presume that she doesn’t view her migration and her marriage as a point of no 
return. Furthermore, her ideal L2 self is tied not only to her marriage but to a strong wish for an 
artistic career and a desire to be accepted as a student at a prestigious Danish art academy – a 
goal which she later achieved. 

In line with the conclusions in Fernandez (2013), the cases of Mulenga and Yuko also 
serve to highlight unintended consequences and concerns resulting from the strict laws on family 
unification. When couples who barely know each other are forced to marry to explore their 
relationship, issues of inequality may be increased rather than prevented. Furthermore, within 
Denmark the frequent changes in policy surrounding the requirements to achieve permanent 
residency becomes frustrating to Mulenga (Chapter 5). Thus, the study of Mulenga puts a human 
face on both the intended and unintended effects and efficacy of legislation on immigration. It 
especially shows the emotional impact constantly changing legislation can have, which clearly 
frames and influences immigrants’ future possible selves and the sub goals they can set for 
themselves to achieve those hoped for self-stages. Simply put, contemporary efforts to pursue 
policies of social integration, through their severe restrictions on who gets in, what they need to 
do to stay, and the societal discourse which surrounds this, may in fact be creating motivational 
disincentives for those who feel their identity and status as an immigrant will always come to the 
fore. In this regard, the work in this dissertation supplements other work that urges policymakers 
to keep in mind the variety of people that laws affect and to ensure that laws avoid vague 
formulations of what it means to live in Denmark and associated notions of so-called Danishness 
(Jenkins, 2011).   
 

8.3.3 Stepmother 
 
To understand what was going on during family conversations, this dissertation relied on findings 
from Family Studies (Ganong & Coleman, 2004; Levin, 1997a, 1997b) to shed light on the 
dynamics of conversations in non-nuclear families. The micro-analysis of the conversations in 
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this multilingual stepfamily confirmed previous findings from this literature that the legitimacy of 
the stepparent can be an issue in certain family matters regarding the stepparent’s possibilities to 
participate in control and connection manoeuvres. Research in this area of Family Studies seems 
to rely mostly on interview data to gain insights into family communication. However, as argued 
for in Chapter 6, this area of research could gain further understandings into how those dynamics 
of legitimacy and inclusion/exclusion play out by also being informed by micro-analysis of how 
the told-about communication plays out in reality. Similarly, studies on family talk coming from 
interactional linguistics and linguistic anthropology (Blum-Kulka, 1997; Gordon, 2009; Tannen, 
2007) have previously studied the conversations of nuclear families but could benefit from 
looking into conversations of stepfamilies at different stages of formations. Gordon (2003) also 
studied alignments in a stepfamily, but at the point of analysis, the stepmother and stepdaughter 
have known each other for more than a decade. The power dynamics that play out in the analyses 
in chapters 6 and 7 thus might be more representative of a stepfamily conversation in its early 
stages of formation.  

On a slightly different note, in the conclusions to Chapter 7 as well as in Chapter 1, we 
point to how Mulenga experiences family life in Denmark as different from family life in 
Zambia. Upon her arrival in Denmark, she is determined to become part of her new family and to 
create a relationship with Emma in which she is both a friend and a legitimate co-parent. The 
differences between the concept of family in Zambia and in Denmark were a frequent focus of 
my conversations with Mulenga, and she experienced significant cultural differences regarding 
marriage and family. With this in mind, it would be interesting to see to what extent the findings 
in Family Studies also hold true in non-Western countries where divorce rates are much lower 
and where the “step”-terminology is not used (if we take Mulenga’s description in Chapter 1 at 
face value). In Family Studies and in studies that involve micro-analysis of stepfamily talk 
(Chapter 6; Dedaic, 2001; Kolstrup, 2013; Ogiermann, 2013), the legitimacy of the new parent on 
family matters is argued to be important. But would legitimacy also be a concern in cultures 
where children call their new parent mom/dad or aunt/uncle? What about in cultures where 
divorces are not socially accepted to the extent they are in the Western world today? These 
questions suggest research trajectories that could build from the investigations presented here and 
contribute to various academic subfields as well as to applied issues related to public policy and 
social work support of immigrant communities.    
 

8.3.4 Classroom learner 
 
The findings in this dissertation fall in line with previous research pointing to the importance for 
teachers and language educators to take into account the variety of learner backgrounds and 
motives for learning an L2 (Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008; Menard-Warwick, 2009; Norton, 2000, 
2001). A lack of attention to learners’ reasons for being in the language classroom and general 
motives to learn the L2 has been documented (e.g. Cooke, 2006; Lantolf & Genung, 2002; 
Norton, 2001) and this work adds further evidence of the importance of this in terms of language 
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pedagogy. In the analysis of Mulenga’s and Yuko’s motivation and agency in the classroom, their 
beliefs about how one best learns a language and their reasons, or motivations, for learning it, are 
pivotal to the classroom approach they find relevant. Their divergent perspectives in this regard 
were furthermore shown to be closely related to their sociocultural background as well as to past 
life experiences in Zambia and Japan. Finally, their experiences with Danish and Denmark 
outside of the classroom were key to understanding their self-construction and preference of 
teaching methods within it.  

Another implication for language teaching is that it cannot be taken for granted that 
learners in an L2 context have, or utilize, opportunities to speak and practice the L2 outside the 
classroom (see also Cooke, 2006; Menard-Warwick, 2009). Mulenga and Yuko are both married 
to Danish men, but at the time of the study, English served as the lingua franca in both of their 
relationships. The importance of the home setting on ways of participating in the classroom has 
been recognized in language socialization studies (Watson-Gegeo, 1992). The analyses in 
chapters 6 and 7 document how Mulenga actively participates in family life despite struggles to 
adequately communicate in Danish. Thus irrespective of limitations in terms of her knowledge of 
Danish grammar, vocabulary and so forth, in this particular context she comes across as a highly 
competent language user in terms of her interactional and symbolic competence (see 
Canagarajah, 2007; Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008). This picture of Mulenga, however, contrasts 
with the picture of her in the classroom, in which her agency seems constrained by a particular 
teacher’s approach. Thus, Mulenga’s symbolic and interactional competences seem highly 
context dependent.  

In this work I explain this stark difference with reference to Mulenga’s lack of a clear 
ideal L2 self, which in turn points to the importance of such clarity for a learner’s participation in 
the classroom. In this respect it serves as a caveat for how teachers view students. Rather than 
dismissing a learner as unmotivated in the classroom, this finding calls for language teachers to 
help language learners create future visions of themselves as L2 users. Dörnyei (2009a, pp. 32-
38) lists some practical suggestions for how to motivate students based on the knowledge from 
the self-model. These suggestions include helping the learners to create ideal L2 selves and 
understanding the importance of ideal selves in language learning. This process also involves 
feared possible selves, that is, the negative counterparts to the positive possible selves. In the case 
of language learning, those include what it would mean not to learn the language. It requires 
helping the learners to make these ideal L2 selves plausible and to help engender the belief that 
they are realistic. It demands supporting the learners’ efforts to keep their vision of the ideal L2 
self alive and adaptive to emergent conditions and changing goals and aspirations. Finally, 
successfully helping learners construct motivation can involve facilitating learners’ attempts to 
develop their own plans for action, such as realistic sub-goals on the path towards their more 
fully realized ideal self. This approach would serve both teacher and student. Not only do 
students gain an understanding of designing their own goals and associated practices of language 
learning, by getting involved with motivating students in this way, teachers are pushed to view 
learners as individuals with aspirations that extend beyond the L2 classroom. This helps 
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circumvent a reliance on common learning stereotypes that tend to be dependent on nationality, 
gender, motivation, and educational background.17 Dörnyei’s suggested approach would help 
implement relevant discussions of (perceived and implicitly felt) mechanisms and dimensions of 
power in society that impact one’s ability to make the ideal L2 self plausible and that potentially 
hamper one’s resourcefulness in developing feasible action plans to achieving it. Thus, as was 
also argued in section 2.2, when it comes to suggestions for classroom practice, research into the 
L2 motivational self system and poststructuralist-inspired studies of L2 identity can usefully 
inform one other in mutually beneficial ways.  
 

8.4 Future research 
 
Thus far in this chapter, I have pointed to the implications of this study for research on marriage 
migration and family talk and to policies related to immigration, immigrants and language 
education. In the final section, below, I shift focus back toward the area of L2 development 
research to briefly suggest some future lines of study stimulated by the findings in this 
dissertation. Before doing this, I first outline some pragmatic research trajectories that are already 
possible by building further on the data from Mulenga and Yuko. In this respect, the second 
section looks at proposals for research that would demand further empirical exploration while the 
first outlines queries that would continue the work already presented in this dissertation by 
continuing analysis associated with the two focal participants. 
 
 

8.4.1 Trajectories in the existing database 
 
The analyses in this dissertation build on a large data set collected on two participants, Mulenga 
and Yuko. Certain foci were chosen in this work based on what stood out to me as a researcher 
and a person (see Chapter 3), and as is always the case with qualitative research, certain aspects 
could be further explored. For example, the analysis in Chapter 7 focused on the dynamics of 
language use pointing especially to word searches and language brokering as central to 
understand the conversations in Mulenga’s family. However, by pushing this analysis in a 
different direction, one could also conduct longitudinal analysis to explore how these dynamics 
help inform Mulenga’s L2 development. Such research could choose as a possible starting point a 
focus on how the negotiations of repair change over time, or alternatively, could emphasize how 
John’s language brokering shifts over different phases of their relationship.  

17 Dörnyei does not explicitly talk about the power asymmetries that many learners in the case study literature report 
to encounter (see Cooke, 2006; Menard-Warwick, 2009; Norton, 2000), which the notion of symbolic competence 
covered in Kramsch and Whiteside (2008) entails. Probably this is attributable to the fact that the studies of the L2 
motivational self system upon which he refers are mostly based on questionnaires from secondary school students in 
foreign language settings. 
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Another prospective avenue that might prove fruitful, already hinted at implicitly 
throughout the analyses in this dissertation, is a sharper focus on gender. In the two first 
empirical chapters, through the relevance of the marriage migration perspective, and in the latter 
two, via Mulenga’s role as a stepmother, issues of gender certainly come to the fore. 
Furthermore, gender was argued to be an important factor in my relationship with Mulenga. In 
the research of Norton (2000) and Menard-Warwick (2009), gendered identities are key to 
understanding the relationship between their participants’ L2 identities and their L2 development. 
Such a perspective on the case of Mulenga seems likely to also provide a more in-depth 
understanding of her self-construction. It proves especially important when looking ahead to the 
later interviews and conversations that were not included to a significant extent in the current 
analyses (please see Epilogue for further details).   

Finally, the case of Yuko was included to highlight how individual background and future 
aspirations mediate what classroom approaches different learners experience as relevant. 
However, this does not give full ethnographic attention to Yuko, whom we don’t get to know to 
the same extent as Mulenga. Just as with the analysis of Mulenga, in the case of Yuko, further 
inquiry into the relationship between her interactional activities outside of the classroom and her 
ideal L2 self would prove intriguing. Such an exploration would provide insights into a very 
different set of life circumstances. As mentioned in chapters 3 and 4, Yuko provides recordings in 
which she speaks Danish in an array of settings, both domestic and public: from making a claim 
about a product at the supermarket, to talking with a taxi driver, making phone calls to the doctor 
and travel agencies, and speaking to her husband’s friends and family. Thus, there appears to be a 
positive relationship between her clear ideal L2 self, as found in Chapter 4, and her attempts to 
seize opportunities to speak and practice Danish. Additionally, during the 6 months I observed 
Yuko in the classroom, I noticed how she skipped class more and more often. For a teacher, this 
might be interpreted as she became less motivated to learn. However, in the conversations I had 
with her, it seemed more likely that the utility for learning Danish she experienced in the 
classroom decreased over time. These interpretations are at the moment hypothetical and would 
of course need to be further explored to gauge their accuracy.   

 
 

8.4.2 L2 Research 
 
As this dissertation attempts to illustrate, the study of complex phenomena such as identity, self, 
motivation, and agency benefits from a careful analysis that includes narrative, observational and 
interactional data. While such a multi-method, multi-data approach is indeed a time consuming 
endeavour, it is both worthwhile and rewarding to trace how these complex and dynamic 
phenomena interact and emerge. In endeavouring to contribute to efforts to move forward how 
we conceive of L2 development, I follow previous calls in the field to stay open to pluralism and 
eclectic approaches (Block, 2003; Kramsch, 2002a; Thorne, 2000).  
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On a related conceptual note, this work has pointed to the importance of including larger 
sociocultural contexts when understanding L2 motivation and related phenomena. In essence, L2 
development that is interested in the identity and motivation of adult immigrants would benefit 
from keeping in mind the notion that ethnographic data are not “strictly factual” (Menard-
Warwick, 2009, p. 5) and often need to be framed within broader events and dynamics. In cases 
of adult immigrants, these broader contexts could be the societal status of the participants, the 
political and economic relationships between the participants’ countries of migration and 
immigration, as well as associated legal policies and practices.  

In terms of the type of participants we typically choose to study in L2 development 
research, this dissertation directs our attention to the population of marriage migrants, a group 
which are rarely addressed in L2 studies. Despite this group’s relative absence from L2 research 
attention, they are nevertheless a demographically important group and are also of interest for 
conceptual and social justice agenda reason, which include issues such as the aforementioned 
“double desire” (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2010) and economic global inequalities. Furthermore, 
marriage migrants are assumed to have immediate access to the L2 through their partner and his 
or her social network, making the domestic sphere an especially relevant site for studying L2 
socialization. Insights into L2 socialization in the domestic sphere can further provide a key to 
understand broader motivations for social integration in society. Additionally, studying L2 
development in informal contexts such as the domestic sphere represents a fecund and high 
frequency venue for research on the nature of L2 conversations and L2 development.  

Finally, the contrasting findings of learner participation in the domestic sphere versus in 
the classroom highlight a greater need for case study research that includes interactional data. 
Such cross-contextual analyses can help make more tangible previous findings in L2 research of 
learners’ sometimes ambivalent desires to speak (Norton, 2000). This, in turn, can help us to 
specify how opportunities to speak are negotiated, perceived and mediated.  
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